Congratulations, artists! Below is the list of works that have been accepted, listed alphabetically by the artists' last name. Listings below are as per original artist submission.

All artists have been notified of their acceptances via email by ShowSubmit with important receiving information and hangtags. Please be aware that you receive a separate email per work and are notified as to whether the artwork displayed in the email is accepted or rejected. You will need this email to access the form to submit your framed image and dimensions. If you did not receive your acceptance email, contact support@showsubmit.com

**Neil Allen**, Blue hour
Washington Square Park looking north

**Neil Allen**, The moon also rises

**Linda Armstrong**, Evening walk

**Linda Armstrong**, Greenpoint evening

**Ritu Bajaj**, Sunset cruise

**Penny Billings**, Late afternoon glow

**Penny Billings**, Marsh dawn

**Ellen Bradshaw**, Fire and ice

**Jeremy Caniglia**, Moon over the Missouri River

**Nadine Charlsen**, 4014 Morning light

**Nadine Charlsen**, Night In Sharon Springs

**Alexandre Clair**, The nap

**James Cohn**, Fiery dawn

**Tony Conner**, Patio At Frelinghuysen

**Leslie Connito**, Four o'clock November passage

**Janet Cook**, Evening Vespas

**Steven Cosentino**, Morning on 1st Ave

**Christine D'Addario**, Gold coast sunset

**Anne-Marie Dannenberg**, Dawn in the Laurentians

**Bradley Davis**, Requiescat

**Jon deMartin**, Bridgeport, american dream

**Jon deMartin**, Three spheres, twilight

**Elizabeth Downer Riker**, Weeding at dawn

**Sheri Farabaugh**, PHX 7:40AM

**Ana Ferrer**, Hartwell lake 7.22

**Thomas Foral**, 4 PM--a nap in L.A.

**Jeffrey Friedkin**, Town bubble

**Jeffrey Friedkin**, Walkway over the Hudson

**Joseph Grieco**, Central Park stream, Dec. 4:30 pm

**Joseph Grieco**, Late November poetry, 4:15 PM, Central Park

**Paula Holtzclaw**, The minuete

**William Jobson**, Another West Village morning

**William Jobson**, West Village morning

**Catherine Kuzma**, Aruba sunset
Deborah LaFogg Docherty, Red dawn
Thomas Leytham, Turbine pit-Tunbridge mill
Karen Loew, Papa-when is sunset?
John MacDonald, January dusk
Jean Marcellino, Almost Times Square
Joseph McGurl, The golden hour
David Molesky, Breakfast nap
Elizabeth Morgan, Soul food
Paul Murray, Evening prayer
Laura Paray, Morning pine
Maria Passannante-Derr, Fishing
Maria Passannante-Derr, Havana nights
Carol Peebles, A harvest within
John Michael Pelech, Morning dog surf run
Christopher Pierce, Sunrise Hilton Head
Andrea Placer, Painted rock on the Colorado
Gregory Presley, Amphitheater at sunset
Gregory Presley, Summer sunrise
Mary McKenna Ridge, The wolf moon descending at sunrise
Anthony Riotto, Brooklyn glow
Anthony Riotto, Sunset silhouette
Charles Robinson, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, Abu Dhabi
Charles Robinson, Sunrise on la playa
Jean Schwartz, Transitory
Spencer Simmons, Late afternoon reflections
Peter Smejkal, Blue sky sunset over Manhattan
Peter Smejkal, Lake Ashi Sunset from Mikado Palace
Carol Colby Tanenbaum, Morning light
Carole Teller, City sunrise
Thomas Torak, Early morning
Gary Tucker, Twilight
Marjorie Vandestouwe, October morning on PEI
Marco Vera, A study of the Hudson from Croton Point Park
Marco Vera, Hook Mountain, twilight - a study
Mary Jean Weaver, Sunset on the quad
Brian West, Warm horizon
Anthony Winters, Bowhunters enter an Arizona canyon
Patricia Wynne, Once in a blue moon
Michael Yamaoka, Gondolier
Michael Yamaoka, Stork returning to her nest, Weiden